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Distinct Modulations in Sensorimotor Postmovement and
Foreperiod �-Band Activities Related to Error Salience
Processing and Sensorimotor Adaptation

Flavie Torrecillos, Julie Alayrangues, Bjørg Elisabeth Kilavik, and Nicole Malfait
Institut de Neurosciences de la Timone, UMR7289, CNRS/Aix Marseille Université, 13005 Marseille, France

In a recent study, Tan et al. (2014a,b) showed that the increase in �-power typically observed after a movement above sensorimotor
regions (�-rebound) is attenuated when movement-execution errors are induced by visual perturbations. Moreover, akin to sensorimo-
tor adaptation, the effect depended on the context in which the errors are experienced. Thus the �-rebound attenuation might relate to
neural processes involved in trial-to-trial adaptive mechanisms. In two EEG experiments with human participants, along with the
�-rebound, we examine �-activity during the preparation of reaches immediately following perturbed movements. In the first experi-
ment, we show that both foreperiod and postmovement �-activities are parametrically modulated by the sizes of kinematic errors
produced by unpredictable mechanical perturbations (force field) independent of their on-line corrections. In the second experiment, we
contrast two types of reach errors: movement-execution errors that trigger trial-to-trial adaptive mechanisms and goal errors that do not
elicit sensorimotor adaptation. Movement-execution errors were induced by mechanical or visual perturbations, whereas goal errors
were caused by unexpected displacements of the target at movement initiation. Interestingly, foreperiod and postmovement �-activities
exhibit contrasting patterns, pointing to important functional differences of their underlying neuronal activity. While both types of reach
errors attenuate the postmovement �-rebound, only the kinematic errors that trigger trial-to-trial motor-command updates influenced
�-activity during the foreperiod. These findings suggest that the error-related modulation of the �-rebound may reflect salience pro-
cessing, independent of sensorimotor adaptation. In contrast, modulations in the foreperiod �-power might relate to the motor-
command adjustments activated after movement-execution errors are experienced.
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Introduction
While oscillations are omnipresent in the brain, it is still disputed
whether they serve specific functions. �-band (15–25 Hz) oscil-

lations often dominate in sensorimotor cortex, but their func-
tional roles remain uncertain (for review, see Kilavik et al., 2013).
Prominent at rest, they have been originally attributed to an
“idling” state of the motor system (Jasper and Penfield, 1949;
Pfurtscheller et al., 1996). In line with this, �-oscillations within
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Significance Statement

The functional significance of sensorimotor �-band (15–25 Hz) oscillations remains uncertain. Recently �-power was found to be
reduced following erroneous movements. We extend and refine this novel finding in two crucial ways. First, by contrasting the EEG
correlates of movement errors driving or not driving adaptation we dissociate error-salience processing from error-based adap-
tation. Second, in addition to �-activity in error trials, we examine �-power during the preparation of the subsequent movements.
We find clearly distinct patterns of error-related modulations for �-activities preceding and succeeding movements, highlighting
critical functional differences. Postmovement �-power may reflect error-salience processing independent of sensorimotor adap-
tation. In contrast, modulations in the foreperiod �-band power may directly relate to the motor-command adjustments activated
after movement-execution errors are experienced.
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and beyond sensorimotor cortex were recently proposed as an
active process that promotes the existing motor (or cognitive)
state and compromises neuronal processing of new movement
(or cognitive) states (Gilbertson et al., 2005; Engel and Fries,
2010). However, increased interareal synchrony in the �-range
was also linked to top-down control (Buschman and Miller,
2007; Siegel et al., 2012) and heightened visuomotor attention
(Roelfsema et al., 1997; Classen et al., 1998), suggesting more
general roles for �-oscillations in the flow of information.

Recently, Tan et al. (2014a,b) examined sensorimotor �-band
activity during a joystick task in which visual perturbations were
introduced. They found that the �-rebound, an increase in
�-power typically observed at the end of a movement, was atten-
uated in trials with movement-execution errors. Furthermore,
this effect was stronger when contextual information enhanced
the behavioral salience of the kinematic errors. In a similar way,
trial-to-trial motor-command adjustment is not constant as a
function of error magnitude and is influenced by the task rele-
vance of error and its sensory uncertainty (Korenberg and Ghah-
ramani, 2002; Fine and Thoroughman, 2007; Burge et al., 2008;
van Beers, 2009; Wei and Körding, 2009; Marko et al., 2012;
Sober and Brainard, 2012), suggesting that the attenuation of the
�-rebound, following movement errors, might be related to neu-
ral processes involved in sensorimotor adaptation. This is in line
with the proposition that attenuations of the �-power facilitate
changes in the motor set (Engel and Fries, 2010).

To further investigate the functional significance of the
�-rebound attenuation, we dissociated error salience from trial-
to-trial adaptation. In two complementary experiments, we stud-
ied modulations of the postmovement �-rebound by different
types of reach errors. As adaptive motor-command adjustments
might be reflected in the preparation of subsequent movements,
we also examined �-band activity during the preparation of
reaches immediately after perturbed movements. Some studies
have suggested a link between �-oscillations and motor planning
in the foreperiod, between the warning and imperative stimuli
(Alegre et al., 2006; Zaepffel et al., 2013; for review, see Kilavik et
al., 2013). In the first experiment, participants reached to a visual
target in a force field created by a robotic device, and movement-
execution errors of different sizes were produced by unpredict-
able changes in the strength of the applied force (Torrecillos et al.,
2014). In the second experiment, we contrasted two types of reach
errors: movement-execution errors that trigger trial-to-trial changes in
motor commands and goal errors that do not elicit sensorimotor adap-
tation. In catch trials, movement-execution errors were induced by me-
chanical or visual perturbations, whereas goal errors were caused by
unexpected displacements of the target upon movement initiation
(Diedrichsen et al., 2005).

Consistent with Tan et al. (2014a), we observed that the post-
movement �-rebound was parametrically attenuated by the sizes
of movement-execution errors produced by mechanical pertur-
bations. Furthermore, the �-rebound was modulated by reach
errors independently of their correction on-line (Experiment 1).
Importantly, this error-related attenuation of the postmovement
�-rebound appeared to be insensitive to the nature of the rea-
ch errors, as it was present for both movement-execution and
goal errors (Experiment 2). Interestingly, the premovement fore-
period �-activity presented a clearly contrasting pattern, because
it was modulated only for movements that followed kinematic
errors driving trial-to-trial motor-command updates. Our find-
ings suggest that the error-related modulation of the postmove-
ment �-rebound may reflect salience processing independent of
sensorimotor adaptation. In contrast, modulations in the foreperiod

�-band power might be directly related to the motor-command adjust-
ments activated after movement-execution errors are experienced.

Materials and Methods
In Experiment 1, our objective was to produce movement-execution
errors of different amplitudes. To dissociate reach errors from on-line
motor corrections, we took advantage of a “shooting” task with ballistic
movements in which participants experience their errors without having
the opportunity to correct them within the same trial (Tseng et al., 2007).
In Experiment 2 (including two experimental protocols), our aim was to
dissociate reach errors from sensorimotor adaptation. For this purpose,
we used a pointing task (allowing for on-line motor correction) in which
we induced reach errors of two different types: movement-execution
errors that triggered adaptive processes and goal errors that did not result
in sensorimotor remapping (Diedrichsen et al., 2005). Movement-
execution errors were induced by mechanical (force field) or visual (ro-
tation) perturbations, whereas goal errors were induced by unexpectedly
displacing the target upon movement initiation. Note that, in contrast to
target jumps that occur during a saccade (Goodale et al., 1986; Prablanc
and Martin, 1992), no trial-to-trial adaptation is induced in this case.

Participants
A total of 35 healthy males aged 24.7 years (range 18 –35 years) took part
in the study. Fifteen volunteers participated in Experiment 1. Fourteen
and 10 volunteers participated in two different protocols of Experiment
2, respectively. One volunteer participated in all three experiments and
two participated in both protocols of Experiment 2. Except one ambi-
dextrous individual (who participated in Experiment 1), all participants
were right-handed, as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory
(Oldfield, 1971) and all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All
participants were free of known neurological or psychiatric disorders and
gave informed consent according to a protocol approved by the Ethics
Board of the Institut de Neurosciences de la Timone.

Experimental setup
All experiments were performed using a robotic exoskeleton (KINARM;
BKIN Technologies) that allows flexion and extension movements of the
elbow and shoulder in the horizontal plane and that can apply mechan-
ical loads to each of these two joints (Fig. 1A). Participants were seated
with their right arm installed in the exoskeleton; the height of the chair
was adjusted so that the shoulder was abducted by �70°. Using a semis-
ilvered mirror, direct vision of the hand was prevented throughout the
task while a cursor representing the index fingertip and the visual display
was projected onto the same plane as the (not visible) hand. Participants
maintained their right hand in a pointing position. Head movements
were limited by using a chin rest.

Task: Experiment 1
The task and the experimental protocol of the first experiment has been
described in detail in a previous study (Torrecillos et al., 2014) that
presented other results on EEG signals recorded during the same
experiment.

Participants performed a “shooting” task in which they were in-
structed to reach straight ahead with no on-line movement corrections
(Tseng et al., 2007). Movements were always initiated from the same start
circle (1.5 cm diameter) located at the center of an outer ring (10 cm
radius). In initial position, the elbow joint was anteflexed by 90° and the
shoulder horizontally abducted by 45°. Participants were instructed to
reach in the direction of a small white donut (0.5 cm diameter) located 5
cm away and to move out of the outer ring within 375 � 50 ms (Fig. 1B).

To initiate a trial, participants had to maintain their index finger in the
start circle for 500 ms before it disappeared to warn them to get ready
(READY). Following a 1500 ms delay, the donut turned into a white disk
to indicate that the movement could be initiated (GO). Participants
were instructed to keep their hand stationary during this fixed fore-
period. Importantly, they were also clearly informed that they were
not performing a reaction-time task and should take all the time they
needed to plan movements executed within the prescribed time
window.
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Movement duration was computed on-line and corresponded to the
delay between the time when hand speed exceeded 7 cm/s and the time at
which the fingertip cursor reached the outer ring. Participants received a
visual feedback about the duration of their movement at the time the
cursor reached the outer ring; the white disk turned back into a donut; it
was colored green, red, or white to indicate that the movement was too
slow, too fast, or performed at the correct speed, respectively. In per-
turbed trials (see below) it turned back into a white donut regardless of
movement duration.

To reduce final movement correction, the fingertip cursor visible dur-
ing the movement disappeared upon reaching the outer ring. After a
delay of 500 ms, the arm of the participant was passively brought back in
its initial configuration. No visual hand feedback was provided during
the passive return that lasted 1500 ms. The fingertip cursor and the start
circle reappeared only when the hand was back in its initial location. Each
trial lasted �5 s throughout which the participants were required to keep
fixating the small donut/disk and to avoid eye blinks and saccades.

Experimental protocol: Experiment 1
Kinematic errors of different sizes were induced by mechanical perturba-
tions of different amplitudes, with the aim to study their EEG correlates. The
robotic device was programmed to create a clockwise curl field in which the
force is proportional and acts perpendicular to the velocity of the hand. The
force was set to f � B � v, where f � [fx, fy] depends on the velocity of the

hand v � [vx, vy], and B � [0, ��, �, 0] N � sec � m�1, with � the
force–amplitude parameter. The field was produced by the torque motors of
the robotic exoskeleton, using the transformation from endpoint force to
joint torque: t � J� � f, where J � [l1 � sin�1 � l2 � sin(�1 � �2), l2 � sin(�1
��2); l1 � cos�1� l2 � cos(�1��2), l2 � cos(�1��2)] is the configuration-
dependent differential transformation matrix (Jacobian matrix). Four dif-
ferent force-field amplitudes were used by setting � � 0, 3, 6, or 9. Hand-
path deviations were produced by unexpected changes in the amplitude of
the force field.

The experiment included two phases: a preliminary phase, in which
participants first learned the task while the motors of the robot remained
off, and then adapted to the activated force field, and an experimental
phase, in which 20% of the trials were perturbed by unexpectedly chang-
ing the force amplitude. EEG signals were recorded during the experi-
mental phase only.

Preliminary phase (familiarization and force-field adaptation). After the
calibration of the robotic device and verbal instructions about the task re-
quirements, participants learned the shooting task, performing three blocks
of 30 reaching movements with the motors of the robot turned off (� � 0).
During a fourth block of 30 trials, the force field was activated (� � 9).
Clearly deviated upon initial exposure to the force field, movements rapidly
(within 10–15 trials) recovered their usual kinematics as participants
adapted to the new force condition.

Experimental phase. The experimental phase consisted of 10 blocks of
120 trials each, including 96 trials (80%) performed in the strongest force
field (� � 9) interspersed with 3 � 8 catch trials (20%) in which the
amplitude of the force field was unpredictably reduced to � � 6, 3, or 0.
Since participants had adapted to the strongest force field (� � 9) during
the preliminary phase, movements performed in this field were not per-
turbed and presented no systematic hand-path deviations. In contrast,
reduced force-field catch trials, with � � 6, 3, or 0, were effectively
perturbed and usually presented small, medium, and large hand-path
deviations, respectively. To maintain adaptation to the strong force field
(� � 9), two catch trials were always separated by at least three unper-
turbed (� � 9) trials. Each block lasted �10 min and breaks of �2 min
were allocated between blocks, for total task duration of �2 h.

Task: Experiment 2
A pointing task in which participants were allowed to correct their move-
ments was used in the second experiment. Participants were instructed to
reach and stop their movements in a visual target (1.5 cm diameter)
located 15 cm from the start circle (1.5 cm diameter; Fig. 1C). In the
initial start position, the elbow joint was anteflexed 20° and the shoulder
horizontally abducted 110°. Throughout the experiment, three possible
targets (�30°, 0, 30°) were indicated as dark-blue disks (1.5 cm diame-
ter). In each trial, the central straight-ahead target first turned into a
white circle (READY) and then a white disk (GO), with a fixed foreperiod
between READY and GO of 1500 ms during which participants main-
tained their hand stationary. In all trials, participants had to reach to this
central target, except for target-jumps trials, in which upon movement
initiation the central target was turned off at the same time as the target
located to the left was turned on. Participants had to reach to the target
within 375 � 25 ms, and were provided feedback about the duration of
their movements by a color change of the target disk: green, red, or dark
blue to indicate that the movement was too slow, too fast, or performed
at the correct speed, respectively. Movement duration was computed
from movement onset (hand speed exceeding 7 cm/s) to the time when
the index finger reached the target.

Trials unfolded as in Experiment 1, apart from two modifications
introduced to limit temporal overlap between �-components reflect-
ing distinct neural processes. In Protocol 1, the delay between the
visual feedback, provided when the hand arrived at the target, and the
start of the passive return to the initial hand location was increased
from 500 to 1000 ms. In Protocol 2, in addition we increased the delay
between the end of the passive return and the READY cue of the
subsequent trial from 500 to 2000 ms, throughout which participants
had to maintain their index finger in the start circle. Trials lasted �5.5
s or �7 s during which participants were asked to keep fixating the
central target location, except in the trials where the target was unex-

Figure 1. Experimental setup. A, For both experiments, EEG was recorded from participants
performing reaching movements while installed in a robotic exoskeleton (left) that can apply
mechanical loads to the shoulder and elbow joints through two torque motors (top right). In
force-field catch trials, the robot was programmed to create a viscous curl field in which forces
were proportional and acted perpendicularly to the velocity of the hand (bottom right). B, In
Experiment 1, participants performed a “shooting” task in which they were instructed to move
in the direction of a small donut without stopping, and to end their movements �3– 4 cm
beyond an outer ring. Mechanical perturbations were produced by unexpected changes in the
amplitude of the force field (arrows). C, In Experiment 2, participants performed a pointing task
in which they were instructed to reach toward and stop their movements in a visual target.
Throughout the task, three possible target locations were indicated in dark blue. In all trials, the
central target was turned on (white). In force-field catch trials, the force field was unexpectedly
activated. In visual rotation catch trials, the cursor representing the index fingertip of the par-
ticipant was rotated by 30° clockwise relative to the actual hand position. In the target-jump
catch trials the target moved to the leftward location (30°) upon movement onset.
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pectedly displaced upon movement initiation, in which they were
allowed to saccade to the new target location.

Experimental protocols: Experiment 2
In Protocol 1, EEG correlates of two different types of reach errors were
examined. Movement-execution errors were induced by mechanical or
visual perturbations, and goal errors were produced by unexpected dis-
placements of the target after movement onset. Mechanical perturba-
tions were applied using the same force field as in Experiment 1.
However, participants did not adapt to the force field in a preliminary
phase, and hand trajectories were perturbed by unexpectedly activating
(not reducing) the force. Visual perturbations consisted in unexpected
30° clockwise rotations (about the starting location) of the fingertip cur-
sor from the actual finger position. Goal errors were produced by unex-
pected displacements of the target, from the central to the left location,
upon movement initiation. In Protocol 2, we only induced movement-
execution errors using the mechanical perturbations (force field). (In-
cluding all three perturbation conditions would have resulted in an
excessively long experimental session.) EEG signals were recorded during
the experimental phase only.

Preliminary phase (familiarization). As in the previous experiment, in
both protocols after the calibration of the robot and the verbal instruc-
tions, participants learned the task performing two blocks of 30 reaching
movements each. While all trials of the first block were performed with
the motors off, four force-field catch trials were introduced in the second
block, to evaluate the amplitude of the reach errors produced by the force
field (the effect of a new force field varies with limb stiffness). The force-
amplitude parameter was set to � � 6 or 7, for 10 and four participants,
respectively, depending on the size of the hand-path deviations that were
observed.

Experimental phase. In Protocol 1, as in Experiment 1, the experimen-
tal phase consisted of 10 blocks of 120 trials each, including 96 unper-
turbed trials (80%) interspersed with 3 � 8 catch trials (20%) in which
reach errors were produced: eight force-field and eight visual rotation
catch trials in which movement-execution errors were produced, and
eight target-jump catch-trials provoking goal errors. Two catch trials
were always separated by at least three unperturbed trials. Each block
lasted �11 min and breaks of �2 min were allocated between blocks,
with a task lasting �2 h 15 min.

In Protocol 2, the experimental phase was shorter, and consisted of
eight blocks of 60 trials each, including 48 unperturbed trials (80%)
interspersed with 12 catch trials (20%) in which movement-execution
errors were produced by unexpectedly activating the force field. Two
catch trials were always separated by at least three unperturbed trials.
Each block lasted �8 min and breaks of �2 min were allocated between
blocks, for a task lasting �1 h 20 min total.

Behavioral data recording and analysis
Identical recording and analysis techniques were used in all experiments.
The angular position and velocity data of the motor resolvers were col-
lected at 1000 Hz. These signals were downsampled to 100 Hz off-line
and then filtered with a second-order zero-phase shift, low-pass Butter-
worth filter (cutoff frequency of 10 Hz). Finger position and velocity
were calculated from these angular data. Kinematic data were analyzed
using custom routines written in MATLAB (The MathWorks). Move-
ment onset was defined as the time when the tangential velocity of the
hand exceeded 7 cm/s and movement offset as the time when tangential
velocity and acceleration fell below the thresholds of 2.5 and 5 cm/s 2,
respectively. The trials in which the hand was not maintained stable
enough (tangential velocity � 5 cm/s) in the start position during the
delay between the READY and GO signals, or in which the movement
was initiated before the GO signal, were excluded from the analyses
(�8% of trials). Movement durations were defined as the delays between
movement onset and movement offset. Reaction times were computed
between the GO signal and movement onset.

For all experiments, we considered two subsets of the recorded data.
The first subset was used to assess the impact of reach error on the
postmovement �-rebound in perturbed trials. It included all the catch
trials n (three sets of 80 trials), plus 80 trials pseudorandomly selected

among the 240 unperturbed n � 1 movements that were used as baseline.
(These latter trials offered the warranty of not having been influenced by
a reach error produced in the preceding trial.) For Experiment 1, we
defined four trial categories according to the observed hand-path devia-
tions: No, Small, Medium or Large (Torrecillos et al., 2014). In Experi-
ment 2, for Protocol 1, trials were divided into four categories depending
on the applied perturbation: No, Force Field (FF), Visual Rotation (VR),
or Target Jump (TJ). For Protocol 2, there were only the two trial cate-
gories No, FF.

The second data subset was used to determine whether error-related
modulations could be observed during the preparation of movements
performed just after a perturbed trial. It included all the reaches n � 1
that directly followed a deviated movement n, which were categorized
according to the trial they succeeded: after-Small, after-Medium, or
after-Large, for Experiment 1; after-FF, after-VR, or after-TJ; for the first
protocol of Experiment 2; and after-FF for the second protocol. In all
cases, the No trials defined above were also here used as baseline.

In Experiment 1, kinematic errors were quantified by the hand-path
deviations perpendicular to the straight line connecting the start position
and the donut, measured at peak tangential velocity (PD-vel). In Exper-
iment 2, we completed this measure with another one: the hand-path
length (HPL) defined as the length of the path covered by the hand
between the GO signal and the moment when presenting the movement-
duration feedback. This second measure allowed capturing of the final
corrective movements present in the pointing task.

Statistical tests were run using the free software R. For Experiment 1, a
repeated-measures ANOVA was run on the PD-vel. For Experiment 2, a
repeated-measures MANOVA (Protocol 1) or a paired Hotelling’s
T-square test (Protocol 2) was run on the two measures PD-vel and HPL.
In all cases, trial category was used as within-subject factor. Normality
and sphericity assumptions were controlled and Huyn–Feldt correction
applied whenever appropriate. For all tests, the significance threshold
was set to 0.05 and multiple-comparison corrections were performed
with the Bonferroni procedure.

EEG recording
EEG activity was recorded continuously at 1024 Hz using a 64-channel
BioSemi ActiveTwo system (BioSemi) referenced to the Common Mode
Sense–Drive Right Leg ground. Electrodes were embedded into an elastic
cap and evenly distributed over the scalp according to the extended
10 –20 EEG system. EOG activity was recorded with surface electrodes
placed near both outer canthi (saccades) as well as under and above the
left orbit (blinks).

EEG preprocessing
EEG data preprocessing was performed using the free software ELAN
(http://elan.lyon.inserm.fr/; Aguera et al., 2011). Continuous signals
were bandpass filtered between 0.5 and 100 Hz (Butterworth order 2).
Changes in signal amplitude exceeding 100 �V/500 ms were automati-
cally detected. Data were then visually inspected for any remaining non-
stereotyped artifacts; corresponding channels and signal segments were
excluded from further analysis. Stereotypical artifacts such as blinks, eye
movements, or muscular activity were removed by an Independent
Component Analysis procedure (Delorme et al., 2007). The data were
once more visually inspected for remaining artifacts. The resulting EEG
data were then converted to current source density to increase spatial
selectivity and minimize volume conduction.

EEG time-frequency analysis
Time-frequency analyses were performed using the free software ELAN
(http://elan.lyon.inserm.fr/; Aguera et al., 2011) and custom-written
MATLAB routines (The MathWorks). Each single trial signal was trans-
formed in the time-frequency domain by convolution with the complex
Morlet wavelets characterized by the ratio f0/�f � 7, with f0 ranging from
13 to 50 Hz in 0.5 Hz steps. To estimate event-related �-power changes
we normalized the data with respect to the average power computed
across all trials, as no clear baseline could be defined during the task (see
Tan et al., 2014a, b for a similar procedure). Before normalization, the
raw power data were log transformed. Then, the log-power at each fre-
quency and each time point was normalized relative to the average log-
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power of that frequency previously computed over all the trials of the
experimental session. For each participant and each time point, the mean
power changes were averaged in a specific �-frequency band (see below)
across all trials for each category and smoothed using a Gaussian Kernel
with 250 sampling points (244 ms) full-width at half-maximum. For
Experiment 1, on average 74 � 2.2 trials were used for each category to
compute the individual power curves. For Experiment 2, on average
70.4 � 2.6 and 80.2 � 2.4 trials for each category were included in the
analyses for Protocols 1 and 2, respectively.

In all experiments, we examined modulation of �-band activity during
two distinct trial epochs of interest, defined relative to movement offset
(trials n) and movement onset (trials n � 1), respectively. They will be
called “postmovement” and “premovement” epochs further in the text,
for the sake of simplicity, even though they are both large enough to
extend into the movement-execution period. To examine the error-
related modulation of the �-rebound, we defined a postmovement win-
dow extending from �500 to �1500 ms around movement offset. To
investigate the modulation of the �-band activity during reach prepara-
tion by an error that occurred in the previous trial, we considered a
window covering �3000 to 500 ms around movement onset for Experi-
ment 1 and the first protocol in Experiment 2, and from �4500 to 500 ms
in Protocol 2.

Because of interindividual differences in head/brain anatomy and the
exact electrode placements, the location of the most prominent event-
related �-power changes differed substantially across participants. Thus
considering the signals aligned to the offset (trials n) or the onset (trials n
� 1) of the movement, for each participant, we selected the channel and
the 10 Hz wide frequency band exhibiting the largest event-related
�-power change in the unperturbed trials. (Note that for the second
protocol in Experiment 2 the selection was slightly different we consid-
ered for each trial epoch of interest the largest �-power difference be-
tween the two categories of trials No and the FF or after-FF trials.) For
each trial epoch of interest, group �-power profiles were obtained (for
illustrative purposes) by averaging over the individually selected elec-
trodes and frequency bands.

As a control, for Experiment 1 we repeated all statistical analyses (see
below) using the same region of interest (C1-C3-CP1-CP3) and the same
18 –28 Hz frequency band for all participants, and obtained similar re-
sults (not detailed here). Nevertheless, given the interindividual variabil-

ity we chose to favor the procedure where
frequency bands and electrodes were selected
on an individual basis.

EEG statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using the
free software R and custom-written MATLAB
routines (The MathWorks). First, the impact
of reach errors on �-activity was assessed
through mixed-effect linear models. Statistical
analyses were computed over sliding windows
of 50 ms with a time shift between successive
windows of 10 ms. Significance level was set to
0.05. The False Discovery Rate method was
used to correct for multiple comparisons along
the time axis, and the Bonferroni procedure
was used to correct for multiple pairwise post
hoc comparisons.

In Experiment 1, the parametric modulation
of the �-activity was assessed by linear mixed-
effects regressions across the four trial catego-
ries: No, Small, Medium, Large, in the
postmovement epoch and No, after-Small,
after-Medium, and after-Large in the pre-
movement epoch. Specifically, we assessed
whether �-power was attenuated in propor-
tion to the sizes of the reach errors (the MAT-
LAB function fitlmematrix with the contrast [3
1 �1 �3] was used).

In Experiment 2, for both the premovement
and postmovement �-power activities, we first

computed repeated-measures ANOVAs. Then we proceeded to pairwise
comparisons (paired t tests with Bonferroni correction) in which we
compared each of the included perturbed conditions (TJ, FF, and VR,
and after-TJ, after-FF, and after-VR) to the unperturbed trials No.

Results
In Experiment 1, first our aim was to determine whether the
�-rebound was parametrically modulated by the sizes of kine-
matic errors provoked by mechanical perturbations, indepen-
dently of their on-line corrections. Second, we wanted to assess
whether the movement-execution error experienced in a catch
trial impacted �-activity observed during the preparation of the
movement in the subsequent trial. Experiment 2 was intended to inves-
tigate further thenatureof therelationshipbetweenpostmovementand
premovement epoch �-activities and sensorimotor adaptation. For this
purpose, we dissociated the size of the experienced reach error from the
amplitude of the motor-command adjustment/adaptation observed in
thesubsequent trial.Thiswasachievedbycontrastingtwotypesofreach
errors:movement-executionerrors that triggeredadaptivemechanisms
andgoalerrors thatdidnotelicit sensorimotoradaptation(Diedrichsen
et al., 2005).

Experiment 1
Behavioral performance
Kinematic errors of variable sizes were produced by unexpected
changes in the amplitude of the applied force field. As expected,
because of the nature of the shooting task (Tseng et al., 2007), no
on-line movement correction was observed, as illustrated by the
hand paths of a representative participant (Fig. 2A). There was no
significant difference between the reaction times observed for the
perturbed n, after n � 1 and unperturbed No trials (F(2,28) � 0.25,
p � 0.77; No: 525 � 24 ms, perturbed: 520 � 23 ms, after trials:
517 � 23 ms), in contrast to movement durations that were signifi-
cantly longer for perturbed than for No and after trials (F(2,28) �
58.7, p 	 0.001; No: 585 � 12 ms, perturbed: 641 � 10 ms, after tri-

Figure 2. Behavioral data from the shooting task (Experiment 1). A, In Experiment 1, the mechanical perturbations applied in
the catch trials n produced Small, Medium, or Large kinematics errors. For a representative participant, hand paths for all individual
trials of the experimental phase are plotted in gray; the stars indicate the hand locations at the end of the reaching movements. The
mean hand paths for the different categories of trials (No, Small, Medium, and Large) are plotted in thick lines. The values PD-vel
observed at the group level (n � 15) are indicated for the four different categories of trials in the boxplots. B, In addition to reach
errors observed in the catch trial n, slight hand-path deviations in the opposite direction were visible in the subsequent trials n �
1. For the same participant, individual and mean hand paths are plotted for the No, after-Small, after-Medium, and after-Large
trials. Hand positions at velocity peaks and movement ends are also indicated. Group data of the PD-vel measures and statistical
results are indicated for the different categories of trials in the boxplots.
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als: 589 � 10 ms; No vs perturbed: t(14) � �7.38, after vs pertur-
bed: t(14) � �10.25, p 	 0.001 in all cases).

Kinematic errors were quantified by the hand-path perpen-
dicular deviation measured at maximum velocity (PD-vel);
group data for the different trial categories (No, Small, Me-
dium, and Large) are also presented in Figure 2A. (Note that
these PD-vel values are slightly different from those reported
in Torrecillos et al. (2014) due to more severe trial-exclusion
criteria in the present study.)

In addition to the clear reach errors observed in the perturbed
catch trial n, slight hand-path deviations in the opposite direction
were visible in the subsequent trials n � 1. Figure 2B shows individ-
ual hand paths for the same participant, along with group data.
These deviations were proportional to the size of the error produced
in the catch trial n and in accordance with previous studies
(Diedrichsen et al., 2005). A repeated-measures ANOVA on the PD-
vel revealed a significant effect of the trial category (no, after-Small,
after-Medium, and after-Large; F(3,42) � 28.9, p 	 0.001). Post hoc
comparisons revealed that the hand-path deviations were signifi-
cantly larger for after-Small, after-Medium, and after-Large trials
than for No trials (after-Small vs No: t(14) � 5.69, after-Medium vs
No: t(14) � 8.35, after-Large vs No: t(14) � 6.15; p 	 0.001, in all
cases). Also, deviations were larger for after-Medium and after-Large
trials than for after-Small trials (after-Medium vs after-Small: t(14) �
7.33 and after-Large vs after-Small: t(14) � 4.1, p 	 0.001 and p 	
0.01, respectively).

EEG time-frequency data
For illustrative purposes, in Figure 3A we show on the same graph
the general (group) time course of the tangential hand velocity
and the �-power change observed for the unperturbed trials n � 1.
Both the EEG and kinematic profiles were obtained by aligning to
the movement onset. The group velocity profile is the average of all
individual mean profiles. The group �-power profile is the average
over 18–28 Hz of the group time-frequency map (Fig. 3B). The map
was obtained by averaging over the activity recorded at the electrodes
individually selected based on their activity during the trial epoch
defined relative to movement onset (premovement epoch) in un-
perturbed trials (see Materials and Methods). A large peak in
�-power could be observed during the foreperiod (approximately
�2000 to �500 ms before movement onset; see reaction times
above), centered around 1200 ms before movement onset. It was
followed by a clear decrease in oscillatory power: the typical
movement-related � event-related desynchronization (�-ERD)
starting before movement onset and reaching a minimum around
peak hand tangential velocity. A second �-power peak was visible at
the end of movement, the postmovement �-rebound. (Note that in
Figure 3, the amplitude of the �-rebound is not optimally repre-
sented, since EEG signals are aligned to movement onset, not to
movement offset.) Finally, the passive movement, when the robot
brings the hand of the participant back to the starting position, in-
duced a secondary decrease in oscillatory power (passive movement-
related �-ERD).

Postmovement �-rebound. Within the trial epoch defined rela-
tive to movement offset (postmovement epoch in trials n), �-power
increases were the most prominent for the frequency band 23.5 �
3.4 Hz. The individually selected electrodes are indicated overlying
the grand-average group topography in Figure 4A. To test whether
the postmovement �-rebound was modulated by the amplitudes of
the experienced movement-execution errors, we used a mixed-
effects linear regression model (see Materials and Methods), which
revealed that �-power was significantly modulated by the size of the
kinematic errors during the epoch �184 to 572 ms around move-

ment offset, indicated by gray shading in Figure 4A; the larger the
kinematic error the more attenuated the postmovement �-power.
For illustrative purposes, the group time-frequency maps corre-
sponding to the different sizes of hand-path deviations are shown in
Figure 4B. These were obtained by averaging over the electrodes that
were individually selected, based on their activity observed for the
unperturbed trials (see Materials and Methods).

Foreperiod �-enhancement. During the trial epoch defined rel-
ative to movement onset (premovement epoch in trials n � 1),
increases in �-activity in the foreperiod were the most marked for
the frequency band 22.6 � 2.0 Hz, comparable to those selected
for the postmovement epoch (t(14) � 0.32, p � 0.75). The indi-
vidually selected electrodes are indicated over the group topog-
raphy in Figure 5A.

Mixed-effects linear regressions applied from �3000 to 500 ms
around movement onset (see Materials and Methods) revealed two
periods during which �-power was parametrically modulated by the
size of the kinematic errors experienced in the previous trials (the
larger the error the more attenuated the �-power), respectively,

Figure 3. Time-frequency representation of unperturbed trials (Experiment 1). A, Group
averages of the tangential hand-velocity profiles (gray curve) and �-power time courses (black
curve) were computed for unperturbed trials. Both the EEG and kinematic profiles were ob-
tained by aligning to movement onset. The group �-power profile is the average over 18 –28
Hz. Two clear peaks in �-power could be distinguished, separated by a period of oscillatory
power decrease. The first �-power enhancement was observed during the fixed foreperiod
between READY and GO (signal occurrences not shown, at approximately �2000 and �500
before movement onset, respectively), throughout which participants maintained their hand
stationary at its starting location. The second peak in �-power reflected the postmovement
�-rebound as usual at the end of movement. The epoch of �-band suppression (movement-
related �-ERD) separating these two peaks started before movement onset, reaching a mini-
mum around peak hand tangential velocity. B, Group time-frequency map of unperturbed trials
aligned to movement onset, obtained by averaging the normalized power over electrodes
selected individually for each participant, based on their activity profile during the foreperiod in
the unperturbed trials (indicated in Fig. 5A). The foreperiod �-enhancement and the post-
movement �-rebound are clearly visible, separated by the typical �-band suppression occur-
ring shortly before and during movement. Note that in A and B the amplitude of the �-rebound
is not optimally represented as signals are aligned to movement onset and not to movement
offset.
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from �2715 to �2285 ms and from �1840 to �610 ms (Fig. 5A,
gray shadings).

For illustrative purposes, the group time-frequency maps cor-
responding to the different sizes of hand-path deviations experi-
enced in the previous trials are presented in Figure 5B. These were
obtained by averaging over the electrodes that were individually
selected based on their activity observed for the unperturbed tri-
als (see Materials and Methods).

The results from Experiment 1 show that the postmovement
�-rebound was modulated by the amplitudes of movement-
execution errors induced by force-field perturbations independently
of any motor-correction processes. In addition, they suggest that
movement-execution errors in trials n may influence �-activity dur-
ing the preparation of the subsequent movements n � 1. However,
they also leave several critical issues unresolved. First, concerning the

postmovement �-rebound, based on these results, one cannot de-
termine whether it is modulated in relation to adaptive processes or
rather in proportion to the salience of the kinematic errors, indepen-
dent of any trial-to-trial sensorimotor learning. Second, in the same
way, the error-related modulation observed during the foreperiod of
the subsequent trials n � 1 might well correspond to an unspecific
alert signal proportional to the surprise aroused by the error experi-
enced in the previous trial n, rather than adaptive motor-command
adjustments of the upcoming movement. Experiment 2 was de-
signed to remove these ambiguities.

Experiment 2, protocol 1
Behavioral performance
In this experiment, participants performed a pointing task in which
two different types of reach errors were contrasted: movement-
execution errors that elicited trial-to-trial motor-command adjust-

Figure 4. Modulations of the postmovement �-rebound in perturbed trials n (Experiment
1). A, The group average �-power profiles aligned to movement offset revealed a clear post-
movement �-rebound. These profiles were obtained by averaging the normalized power over
the individually selected frequency bands and electrodes (see Materials and Methods); the
numbers of participants for which an electrode was selected are indicated superimposed to the
group topography computed for the unperturbed trials (No) over a 300 ms window centered on
the peak of the �-rebound. The period during which the amplitude of the �-rebound was
significantly modulated by the size of the kinematic error is indicated by the gray shading. B,
Group average time-frequency maps for the unperturbed (No) and the perturbed trials (Small,
Medium, and Large) aligned to movement offset, obtained by averaging the normalized pow-
ers at the individually selected electrodes as illustrated in A.

Figure 5. Modulations of the foreperiod �-enhancement in after trials n � 1 (Experiment
1). A, The group average �-power profiles exhibited a foreperiod peak followed by a decrease
related to the execution of the movement. These profiles were obtained by averaging the
normalized powers at the individually selected frequency bands and electrodes (see Materials
and Methods); the numbers of participants for which an electrode was selected are indicated
superimposed to the group topography computed for the unperturbed trials (No) over a 300 ms
window centered on the peak of the �-power. The periods during which �-power was para-
metrically modulated by the size of the movement-execution error that was experienced in the
previous trial are indicated by the gray shadings. B, Group average time-frequency maps for the
unperturbed (No) and the subsequent trials (after-Small, after-Medium, and after-Large)
aligned to movement onset were obtained by averaging the normalized powers at the individ-
ually selected electrodes indicated in A.
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ments, and goal errors that did not trigger sensorimotor adaptation
(Diedrichsen et al., 2005). Movement-execution errors were pro-
duced by mechanical (force-field) or visual (rotation) perturbations,
whereas goal errors were provoked by unexpected displacements of
the target upon movement initiation. In contrast to Experiment 1,
participants were instructed to end their movements within the tar-
get, so on-line corrections were clearly observed in all the perturbed
trials, as illustrated by the individual hand paths plotted in Figure 6A.
As for Experiment 1, reaction times were similar for the perturbed n,
after n � 1 and unperturbed No trials (No � 497 � 76 ms, per-
turbed: 492 � 77 ms, and after trials: 478 � 75 ms, F(2,26):1.44, p �
0.26), and differences were only observed for movement durations
(F(2,26) � 449.7, p 	 0.001). Movements lasted longer in perturbed
trials (700�14 ms) relative to both No (401�4 ms, t(13) �21.9, p	
0.001) and after trials (423 � 4 ms, t(13) � 21.1, p 	 0.001). Move-
ments also lasted longer in after trials than in No trials (t(13) �6.1 p	
0.001).

To quantify reach error in trials n, in addition to the PD-vel,
we used a complementary measure: the HPL (see Materials and
Methods). A repeated-measures MANOVA revealed a significant
effect of trial category, TJ, FF, and VR, on the two kinematic-error
measures, PD-vel and HPL (F(3,39) � 122.2, p 	 0.001).
Follow-up univariate analyses confirmed that, while these two
indices were highly correlated (� � 0.88, p 	 0.001), they were
not redundant, and allowed to capture distinct features of reach

errors. Both univariate repeated-measures ANOVAs were signif-
icant (PD-vel: F(3,39) � 575.99; HPL: F(3,39) � 140.7; p 	 0.001, in
both cases), but the associated post hoc pairwise comparisons
revealed distinct patterns (Fig. 6B). PD-vels were significantly
larger for all the perturbed relative to the unperturbed No trials
(FF vs No: t(13) � �18, VR vs No: t(13) � �52.5, TJ vs No: t(13) �
44.9; p 	 0.001, in all cases). In addition, larger PD-vels were
observed in VR and TJ trials than in FF trials (VR vs FF: t(13) � 8.7
and TJ vs FF: t(13) � 9.9, p 	 0.001 in both cases). Quantifying
reach errors by the HPL offered a different picture. While all the
catch trials also clearly differed from the unperturbed trials (FF vs
No: t(13) � 13.3, VR vs No: t(13) � 26.5, TJ vs No: t(13) � 26.6; p 	
0.001, in all cases) larger HPLs were observed in both TJ and FF
trials relative to VR trials (TJ vs VR: t(13) � 9.9, p 	 0.001 and FF
vs VR: t(13) � 5.8; p 	 0.001 in both cases). One may notice,
however, that both univariate analyses pointed to TJ trials as
exhibiting the largest reach errors.

To investigate the trial-to-trial adaptive responses, visible in
trials n � 1, associated with the different types of reach errors, we
contrasted the kinematics of the No, after-TJ, after-FF, and
after-VR trials. Illustrative individual hand paths and group data
are presented in Figure 6C. A repeated MANOVA run on both
kinematic error measures (PD-vel and HPL) revealed a signifi-
cant effect of the category of trials n � 1 (F(3,39) � 21.9, p 	
0.001). The following univariate repeated-measures ANOVAs re-
vealed significant results only for the PD-vel measure (F(3,39) �
66.5, p 	 0.001). Further, hand-path deviations were larger for
after-FF and after-VR trials than for No and after-TJ trials
(after-FF vs No: t(13) � �12.4; after-VR vs No: t(13) � �6.1;
after-FF vs after-TJ: t(13) � �10.5; after-VR vs after-TJ: t(13) �
�6.4, p 	 0.001 in all cases). Deviations were larger for after-FF
than for after-VR trials (t(13) � �6.1, p 	 0.001). No significant
difference was observed between No and after-TJ trials (t(13) �
3.4, p � 0.06).

EEG time-frequency data
As can be seen in Figures 7A and 8A, the �-power profiles ob-
served during the two trial epochs of interest (postmovement and
premovement epochs) exhibited time courses and scalp locations
similar to those observed in the previous experiment. Again,
�-peaks occurred within similar frequency bands for both epochs
(mean of frequency-band centers � 22.3 � 3.2 and 23.1 � 2.2
Hz, for the postmovement and premovement epochs, respec-
tively; t(13) � 0.34, p � 0.74).

Postmovement �-rebound. As in Experiment 1, within the
postmovement epoch, a long period extending from �10 to 670
ms around movement offset could be identified during which the
category of trials had a significant effect (Fig. 7A, gray shading).
In all perturbed trials n, TJ, FF, and VR, �-power was reduced
relative to the unperturbed No trials. Post hoc pairwise compari-
sons revealed that the different reach errors attenuated �-power
over slightly different time windows (TJ vs No: �10 to 670 ms, FF
vs No: �10 to 350 ms, VR vs No: �10 to 80 ms and 100 to 270 ms;
Fig. 7A, colored bars). Figure 7B presents the group time-
frequency maps for the four conditions time locked to the move-
ment offset, obtained by averaging over the individually selected
electrodes (see Materials and Methods).

Foreperiod �-enhancement. The repeated-measures ANOVAs
performed over the premovement epoch allowed us to identify
two short and one long period during which �-activity differed
significantly between trial categories; that is, depending on the
size of the movement error experienced in the previous trial.
These periods were in the foreperiod, and extended respectively

Figure 6. Behavioral data from the pointing task (Experiment 2, Protocol 1). A, For a repre-
sentative participant, individual and average hand paths for the three categories of perturbed
trials (Target Jump, Force Field, and Visual Rotation) showing clear on-line movement correc-
tions. The starting position and the target are plotted in black. For the Visual Rotation trials, the
actual hand paths are plotted in black and the paths of the finger-tip cursor are shown in gray.
B, Boxplots summarizing the results for the PD-vel and the HPL (***p 	 0.001). C, For the same
participant, individual and average hand paths for the different subsequent trials (after-TJ,
after-FF, and after-VR). Group data for the PD-vel and statistical results are summarized in the
boxplot (***p 	 0.001).
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from �2045 to �1955 ms, from �1775 to �1665 ms, and fr-
om �1225 to �875 ms relative to movement onset (Fig. 8A). In
post hoc pairwise tests, each category of after trials (after-TJ, after-
FF, and after-VR) was compared with the unperturbed No con-
dition. In both after-FF and after-VR trials �-power was
significantly reduced relative to No trials, but during different
epochs (after-FF vs No: �1165 to �875 ms, after-VR vs
No: �1775 to �1665 ms, and �1225 to �975 ms; Fig. 8A, col-
ored bars). In contrast, the �-power profiles observed for the
after-TJ trials at no time significantly differed from those for the
No trials; that is, �-power was attenuated only in trials that di-
rectly followed movement-execution errors, not following goal

errors. Figure 8B shows the group time-frequency maps corre-
sponding to the different conditions obtained by averaging over
the individually selected electrodes (see Materials and Methods).

Experiment 2, protocol 2
To limit the temporal overlap between functionally distinct
�-components, in the second protocol we increased the duration
of the delay between the passive return to the starting position (at
the end of trial n) and the warning READY cue (at the start of trial
n � 1) from 500 ms (Protocol 1) to 2000 ms. Our goal was to
separate any effects on the �-power resulting from the end-of-
trial passive return from those related to the planning of the
subsequent movement. Participants performed the same task as
in the first protocol; however, with reach errors induced only by
mechanical perturbations (force field).

Figure 7. Modulations of the postmovement �-rebound in perturbed trials n (Experiment 2,
Protocol 1). A, Group average �-power profiles aligned to movement offset for the different
categories of trials: No, TJ, FF, and VR. These were obtained by averaging over the frequency
bands and electrodes individually selected (see Materials and Methods); the numbers of partic-
ipants for which an electrode was selected are indicated superimposed to the group topography
computed for the unperturbed trials (No) over a 300 ms window centered on the peak of the
�-rebound. The period during which �-power differed significantly between trial categories is
indicated by the gray shading. For each category of perturbed trials (TJ, FF, and VR), the epoch
during which �-power differed significantly from that observed for the unperturbed trials (No)
is indicated by a colored bar. An attenuation of the �-rebound was observed after all types of
perturbations. B, Group average time-frequency maps for the unperturbed (No) and the per-
turbed (TJ, FF, and VR) trials aligned to movement offset, obtained by averaging the normalized
power over the individually selected electrodes as illustrated in A.

Figure 8. Modulations of the foreperiod �-enhancement in after trials n � 1 (Experiment 2,
Protocol 1). A, Group average �-power profiles aligned to movement onset for the different catego-
ries of trials: No, after-TJ, after-FF, and after-VR. These were obtained by averaging over individually
selected frequency bands and electrodes (see Materials and Methods); the numbers of participants for
which an electrode was selected are indicated superimposed to the group topography computed for
the unperturbed trials (No) over a 300 ms window centered on the peak of the �-power. The periods
during which �-power differed significantly between trial categories are indicated by gray shadings.
An attenuation of the foreperiod �-power was observed when movement-execution errors were
experienced in the previous trial (after-FF and after-VR) but not when a goal error (after-TJ) was
induced. The periods during which �-power was significantly reduced for the after-FF and after-VR
trials are indicated by colored bars. B, Group average time-frequency maps for the unperturbed (No)
and the subsequent trials (after-TJ, after-FF, and after-VR) aligned to movement onset were obtained
by averaging the normalized powers at the individually selected electrodes indicated in A.
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Behavioral performance
As in the previous experiments, clear reach errors were observed
in the perturbed catch trial n relative to unperturbed No trials (FF
vs No, F(2,8) � 66.7, t 2 � 150.1, p 	 0.001). Both kinematic
measures revealed significant deviations induced by mechanical
perturbations (PD-vel: No: �0.5 � 0.1 cm, FF: 2 � 0.3 cm,
t(9 )� �10.7, HPL: No: 14 � 0.1 cm, FF: 20.8 �1.3 cm,
t(9)� �4.85, p 	 0.001 in both cases). Also congruent with pre-
vious observations, the after-FF trials exhibited slight but signif-
icant deviations relative to the No trials (after-FF vs No, F(2,8) �
26.3, t 2 � 59.2, p 	 0.001). These significant hand-path devia-
tions were only revealed by the PD-vel measures (PD-vel:
No:�0.5�0.1cm,after-FF��0.8�0.2cm, t(9)��10.7,p	0.001).

EEG time-frequency data
Postmovement �-rebound. In the unperturbed No trials a clear
�-rebound was visible around movement offset with a frontocentral
topography (Fig. 9A). The �-power increase was the most promi-
nent for the frequency band 21.6 � 3.5 Hz. Consistent with the
previous experiments, statistical analyses confirmed a significant at-
tenuation of the �-power after mechanical perturbations in two time
windows extending from �70 to 20 ms and 100 to 510 ms around
movement offset (Fig. 9A, gray shading).

Foreperiod �-enhancement. Due to the longer delay (2000 ms)
between the end of the passive return in trial n and the onset of the
active movement in trial n � 1, the �-power patterns differed
from those observed in the first protocol (Fig. 9B). While in Pro-
tocol 1 a single peak was observed during the foreperiod (Fig. 8A),
here two peaks were distinguishable for the unperturbed No tri-
als: a first large one clearly lateralized, peaking before the READY
signal marking the start of the foreperiod and a second smaller
one maximal above the parietocentral electrodes during the fore-
period. This second peak was absent for the after-FF trials (Fig.
9B). The frequency band with the most marked effect was 23.1 �
1.2 Hz (not significantly different from the frequency bands se-
lected for the rebound (t(9) � 0.45, p � 0.67).

Statistical tests revealed that the �-power significantly differed
between the two conditions only over a time window extending
from �1330 to �750 ms, coinciding with the timing of the second
peak in the unperturbed No trials. There was no difference between
conditions during the preceding larger peak. These results confirm
our supposition that the foreperiod modulations observed in the
previous experiments truly affect a �-component related to move-
ment preparation processes, independent of a preceding nonmodu-
lated component possibly related to the passive return movement.
For illustrative purposes, the group time-frequency maps time
locked to the movement onset for the after-FF and No trials are
presented in Figure 9B. These were computed using the �-activity
recorded at the electrodes individually selected according to their
sensitivity to trial category (see Materials and Methods).

Discussion
In the present study, we report two main findings. First, the
attenuation of the cortical �-rebound after movement errors
may relate to error salience independently of sensorimotor
adaptation mechanisms and in the absence of on-line correc-
tions. Second, and in contrast, modulations in �-activity dur-
ing movement preparation in trials succeeding a perturbed
trial may relate to neural processes involved in motor com-
mand adjustment.

In the first experiment, consistent with Tan et al. (2014a,b), we
found that the postmovement �-rebound was parametrically atten-
uated by movement-execution errors produced by mechanical per-

turbations. By using a task in which participants experienced
movement errors without having the opportunity to correct for
them, we furthermore demonstrate that this modulation does not
depend on corrective movements proportionate to the induced er-
rors. Importantly, we also examined �-power during movement
preparation and found that it was attenuated when a movement-
execution error was experienced in the preceding trial. It is well
known that, in addition to reach errors in the perturbed catch trials,
mechanical perturbations induce adaptive responses that are visible
in the subsequent trials as slight hand-path deviations in the opposite
direction (Thoroughman and Shadmehr, 2000). The observed
changes in foreperiod �-activity might reflect such motor-
command adjustment processes.

While the design of Experiment 1 was intended to dissociate er-
ror processing from on-line motor correction, it did not permit de-
termining whether the modulations of the foreperiod and
postmovement �-activities reflect trial-to-trial sensorimotor adap-
tation or “merely” relate to unspecific responses proportional to the
salience of the kinematic errors. This is also a limit of the paradigm
used by Tan et al. (2014a,b). The goal of the second experiment was
to remove an important ambiguity, dissociating the reach error ex-
perienced in the perturbed trial from the motor-command adjust-
ment observed in the subsequent trial. We contrasted two types of
reach errors to accomplish this dissociation: movement-execution
errors that triggered adaptive mechanisms and goal errors that pro-
duced comparable hand-path deviations but elicited no sensorimo-
tor adaptation (Diedrichsen et al., 2005). The foreperiod and
postmovement �-activities exhibited clearly distinct patterns: the
postmovement �-rebound was attenuated following both types of
reach errors, whereas the foreperiod �-activity was impacted only by
reach errors driving sensorimotor adaptation.

The postmovement �-rebound and error salience
In a visuomotor adaptation task, Tan et al. (2014a,b) demon-
strated the modulation of the �-rebound by movement-
execution errors. By manipulating the context of experienced
kinematic errors (constant vs random perturbations), they
showed that the effect of an error of a given size varies depending
on how noticeable it is given the context; that is, the salience of
the error, rather than its sensory-encoded amplitude, impacts the
�-rebound. However, in their study (as in our first experiment)
error salience and sensorimotor adjustment covary. As a conse-
quence one cannot determine which component is critical.

In our second experiment, we observed that the �-rebound
was also reduced by goal errors, which do not trigger sensori-
motor adaptation (Diedrichsen et al., 2005). Tan et al.
(2014a,b) proposed that the �-rebound reflects neural pro-
cesses that evaluate motor errors consistent with Bayesian in-
ference involved in sensorimotor adaptation. The results of
our second experiment demand an interpretative framework
general enough to also incorporate the modulation of the
�-rebound in response to unexpected events that do not result
in sensorimotor remapping and subsequent changes in the
motor command.

Furthermore, error-related modulations of the �-rebound
were also reported by Koelewijn et al. (2008) in a study using a
response-selection task. Interestingly, these authors found an
enhanced rather than attenuated postmovement �-rebound
following erroneous responses. We can only speculate that
differences in the source (internal or external) of the error
signal might explain this apparently conflicting result. In the
cognitive task used by Koelewijn et al. (2008), the error signal
arises from the comparison between the actual movement un-
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folding and the internally represented correct response. The
authors proposed that “the beta rebound we observe following
errors reflects active inhibition of ongoing motor processes:
the stronger rebound accompanying the generation of an er-
ror reflects response inhibition that typically follows the de-
tection of an erroneous action” (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). In
contrast, in Tan et al. (2014a,b) and in our experiments, par-
ticipants encode and process external, unexpected sensory
feedbacks.

Foreperiod �-activity and motor-command updating
The gradual decrease in �-power immediately preceding move-
ment initiation has been extensively described (Nagamine et al.,
1996; Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999; Taniguchi et al.,
2000; Paradiso et al., 2004). In contrast, only a handful of studies
have analyzed the modulation of �-activity further back in time
during the foreperiod (for review, see Kilavik et al., 2013). Using
precueing paradigms several studies have reported intermittent
�-band peaks during the foreperiod between the warning and the
imperative cues (Alegre et al., 2004, 2006; Molnár et al., 2008; van
Wijk et al., 2009; Fischer et al., 2010; Zaepffel et al., 2013). First,
Alegre et al. (2004, 2006) reported multiple, largely independent
�-power peaks in this epoch, of frontal and central sources. Re-
cently, in a precued reach-to-grasp task, Zaepffel et al. (2013)
found that �-band power was reduced above contralateral sen-
sorimotor cortex following cues that contained information
about grip type. This suggests that �-activity in this epoch is
sensitive to movement preparation processes (Kilavik et al.,
2013). However, in the present study the warning READY cue in
itself did not carry information relevant for the generation of a
new motor plan, it only served as a temporal warning cue that the
participants could use to start (re-)planning the movement, since
the foreperiod duration was fixed.

In our second experiment (Protocol 1), foreperiod �-power
was attenuated only when a movement-execution error driving
sensorimotor adaptation was experienced in the preceding trial,
suggesting that it is related to remapping mechanisms. However,
one could have suspected that a �-component related to the pas-
sive return at the end of trial might have contributed to the ob-
served effect. The increased delay between the end of the passive
return and the READY signal in the second protocol of Experiment
2 allowed ruling out this possibility. Here, two �-components could
be clearly distinguished: a first component maximum �1 s after the

Figure 9. Modulations of the postmovement and foreperiod �-enhancements (Experiment
2, Protocol 2). A, Top, Group average �-power profiles aligned to movement offset for the

4

unperturbed (No) and perturbed trials (FF), obtained by averaging over the individually selected
frequency bands and electrodes (see Materials and Methods); the numbers of participants for
which an electrode was selected are indicated superimposed to the group topography com-
puted for the unperturbed trials (No) over a 300 ms window centered on the peak of the
�-rebound. The period during which �-power differed significantly between the two catego-
ries of trials is indicated by the gray shading. Bottom, Group average time-frequency maps for
both categories of trials (No and FF) aligned to movement offset, obtained by averaging the
normalized power at the individually selected electrodes. B, Top, Group average �-power
profiles aligned to movement onset for the unperturbed (No) and after-FF trials. These profiles
were obtained by averaging over the individually selected frequency bands and electrodes (see
Materials and Methods); the numbers of participants for which an electrode was selected are
indicated superimposed to the group topography computed for the unperturbed trials (No) over
a 300 ms window centered on the second smaller peak in �-power. The period during which
�-power differed significantly between the two trial categories is indicated by the gray shad-
ing. Group topographies are shown for both categories of trials (No) and after trials (FF), com-
puted over two different 300 ms windows centered, respectively, on the first and second
�-power peak visible in the unperturbed (No) trials. Bottom, Group average time-frequency
maps for the No and the after-FF trials, aligned to movement onset, obtained by averaging the
normalized powers at the individually selected electrodes.
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passive return probably reflecting, at least in part, a �-rebound (Cas-
sim et al., 2001; Alegre et al., 2002; Müller et al., 2003), followed by a
smaller component visible in the reference No trials as a deflection
arising around 1200 ms before movement onset. Clearly only this
latter �-component was modulated with motor-command updat-
ing subsequent to movement-execution errors experienced in the
previous trials. Its attenuation in relation to sensorimotor remap-
ping fits well with theories proposing that the level of �-activity
provides a running index of the extent to which internal or external
cues predict the need for action or action updating (Jenkinson and
Brown, 2011).

Processing of salient sensory events and motor adaptation are
both reflected in �-power attenuation
Converging evidence suggests that �-power relates inversely
to the efficacy with which sensory information is processed
(Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2008; van Ede et
al., 2010, 2011) and to cortical excitability (Chen et al., 1998
Tamura et al., 2005). However, recent studies also show that
sensorimotor �-power peaks at moments when salient sensory
events are expected (Saleh et al., 2010; Takahashi et al., 2011;
Fujioka et al., 2012; Zaepffel et al., 2013). The mechanisms
that underpin these seemingly contradictory observations are
largely unknown.

Oscillatory power is related to the extent of rhythmic syn-
chronization of spiking activity (Baker et al., 1997, 1999;
Denker et al., 2011; Engelhard et al., 2013). Under some cir-
cumstances a rhythmically synchronous processing mode
might be optimal, providing an efficient movement encoding
with as little cortical activity as possible, while limiting the
cortical processing capacity (Zohary et al., 1994; Baker et al.,
1997, 1999). This mode of processing might be sufficient when
repeating the same movement across many trials. In other
cases a more asynchronous processing mode might be needed
to increase the processing capacity or signal-to-noise ratio
(Zohary et al., 1994; Baker et al., 1997, 1999), allowing effi-
cient processing of unexpected salient changes in the sensory
feedback as well as adaptive modifications to the motor pro-
gram. These different processing modes might be imple-
mented in several different networks, in relation to the specific
encoding.

Our findings demonstrate distinct modulations in sensori-
motor postmovement and foreperiod �-enhancements re-
lated to error salience and sensorimotor adaptation. They
point to functional differences in the underlying neuronal ac-
tivities, probably supported by distinct networks, which might
be reflected in different topographies and frequency bands.
While we found that the frequency bands associated with the
two �-components were largely overlapping, the data of our
last experiment (Experiment 2, Protocol 2) might suggest
slightly different localizations, with a more medial peak for
the postmovement �-rebound than for the foreperiod
�-component, slightly more lateralized.

Several previous studies have examined �-oscillatory cor-
relates of feedback processing in the context of reward-
learning tasks, and have reported frontal or mid-frontal
topographies (for review, see Luft, 2014). In particular, it has
been reported that unexpected rewards were associated with
�-power increases in these regions (Marco-Pallares et al.,
2008, 2015; HajiHosseini et al., 2012). On the other hand, the
few studies in which the feedback represented the accu-
racy of the response rather than a reward have found

�-desynchronization over the contralateral sensorimotor ar-
eas following error feedback (van de Vijver et al., 2011; Luft et
al., 2013, 2014). Further research will be needed to determine
how our findings may (or may not) relate to these two distinct
forms of �-oscillatory modulations.
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